
Frequently asked questions Webinar Exploring Ecodesign 
 
How does the new guideline behave with flexible modules with adhesive foil 
on the back? Is it still possible here to specify only the light source when 
these are bonded? 
 
This aspect is indeed difficult. Formally, the luminaire manufacturer must ensure that the market 
surveillance authorities are able to remove and inspect the light source (i.e., the glued-on strip) 
without damaging it. We therefore recommend that appropriate instructions are provided in the 
technical documentation, as required by the regulation. If the module cannot be removed without 
destroying it for technical reasons, the module with the next larger mechanical unit that can be 
removed must be defined as the light source. If this mechanical unit has no negative influence on the 
photometric characteristics, it may be sufficient to refer to this unit in the instructions for verification 
without registering a new light source. 

 
Is an exploded view sufficient as disassembly instructions? 
 
It is difficult to tell what kind of instruction will be accepted by the market survaillance. We expect 
some kind of flexibility on their side at this moment but cannot ensure it. An exploded view with 
some additional text to explain tools needed might be sufficient. 

 
LED-stripes will be treated as lightsources and therefore the market 
surveillance will check 0,5m (as they are cuttable). Does anyone know if the 
information we have to enter to EPREL will be in 0,5m, too? 
 
Yes exactly. 0.5m wise. So luminous flux must be for 0.5m. 

 
How ist the 120° cone defined for linear fixtures of 1m length for example? 
 

(3)  ‘directional light source’ (DLS) means a light source having at least 80 % of total luminous flux within 
a solid angle of π sr (corresponding to a cone with angle of 120°) 

  
How would optical efficiency of the luminaire be treated, could the energy 
label be used to hide bad system efficiency behind good light source? 
 
Yes. You may have a light source that is rated with energy efficiency class A, but it is installed, for 
example, in a luminaire that lets very little light through to the outside and that would normally have 
to be rated with energy efficiency class G. The customer does not know that the light source is not 
energy efficient because the luminaire is rated as energy efficient. So, the customer doesn't know 
that their luminaire is not energy efficient because the light source is classified as energy efficient. At 
least, that is the current state of the directive. 
 
 
 

 
 



Can you help with the registration at the EPREL database? 
 
Yes. If the light source is done by us, we are happy to help with the registration. Contact us at 
b2b@leds.de 

 
How can I find out, if my light source is an exception of SLR? 
 
There are pleanty of exceptions, which can can be checked here: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32019R2020&from=de#ntr17-L_2019315DE.01023101-E0017. 
Otherwise please contact Lumitronix and we will help you to find out if your light source is an 
exception or not. 

 
Is there registration a fee for EPREL database? 
 
The registration is free. 

 
In the webinar it was said that most LED modules (LED boards, COBs) are DLS. 
But the photometric measurement we have on LED boards with midpower 
LEDs and COBs and the photometric files we have downloaded from the LED 
manufactures all show that only around 79 % of the total luminous flux is in a 
cone with an angle of 120°. That means the lightdistribution cannot fulfil the 
definition of a DLS and therefore must be a NDLS. What is your opinion about 
that? 
 
LUMITRONIX can source LED components suitable for light sources falling in the DLS definition. 

 
How can the useful luminous flux be defined and written on an LED module 
like an LED board or COB? 
 
The definition of useful luminous flux can be found in the directive. It can be marked on the LS using 
printing, laser or also glued labels. For COBs which the COB manufacturer will not want to specify as 
light source this might mean a significant extra cost. 
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Several of our products are using a COB which are screwed on the heatsink 
with thermal paste in between to optimize the heatmanagement giving the 
best efficacy. When we checked how to handle this in relation to removability 
for verfication it was said that as long the COB can be removed undamaged 
from the luminaire and cleaned - even though it’s difficult and the rest of the 
luminaire is destroyed – the COB is a LS. Do you agree? 
 
We agree that it can be defined as a light source. One hurdle might be, that the producer of the COB 
might not want to do it and can find legitimate interpretation of the directive to not specify it as LS. 
In such case we recommend to either register by yourself or work with us for your light sources. 

 
Is an LED board / COB dimmable? It depends on the driver used in the 
luminaire. 
 
Usually LED boards or COBs will always be dimmable, except if some electronic is included which 
makes dimming impossible. Nevertheless, the LS supplier can always define his light source not to be 
dimmable at will. 

 
It is up to the LS manufacture/supplier to define how the LS should be tested 
regarding current and temperature because there are no standard defining 
this. That already gives some challenges, because similar/equal LED modules 
on the market are measured differently giving different efficacy placing them 
in different energy efficient classes. Do you agree? 
 
Yes we agree. 

 
Is there an exemption for light sources of individual luminaires or unique 
pieces with very low quantities? 
 
In particular, one-of-a-kind or even small quantities of up to 10 pieces may fall within the exception 
rule for works of art: "LED or OLED light sources that fall within the definition of an original work of 
art within the meaning of Directive 2001/84/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council (17) 
and have been produced by the artist him/herself in limited editions of less than 10 pieces" 
You will find the information in EU2019/2020 Annex III Article 3 (v) LED or OLED light sources, 
complying with the definition of ‘original works of art’ as defined in Directive 2001/84/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (16), made by the artist him/herself in a limited number 
below 10 pieces. 

 
Is all this appliacable only for B2C or for B2B too? 
 
The regulation is relevant for all products placed on the market. As soon as you place it on the 
market or put it into use, you will need to fullfil the requirements, no matter if you are a private user 
or a professional user. 
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Are these requirements are going to affect for led uvc devices too? 
 
There are certain excemptions for certain wavelengths. Some of these wavelenghts especially UVC is 
coverd from this. 

 
We are a small lamp manufactory and build finished LED modules into solid 
wood lamp bodies. Do we need to register our lamps too? There are many 
individual models. 
 
The light source must always be registered and comply with the requirements of the regulation. If 
you can remove the light source (e.g., LED module) without destroying it, the requirements only 
apply to it and not to the surrounding product. If you manufacture the light sources yourself, or have 
them manufactured specifically according to your requirements, then you will not be able to avoid 
taking care of your light sources yourself, or having a supplier take over this task. This is something 
that corresponds exactly to our range of services. 
However, always check first whether you might not fall into one of the numerous exceptions. 

 
Is the Energy labeling requirement effective for Lighting sources sold only for 
Luminare Manufacturers direct from the Manufacturer (LED Systems with 
controller)? No market in between. 
 
The Regulation covers all products to which the following apply: 
(4) 'placing on the market' means the making available on the Community market of a product for 
the first time, whether in return for payment or free of charge, for distribution or use within the 
Community, irrespective of the distribution method used.  
(5) 'putting into service' means the first use of a product by an end-user within the Community for its 
intended purpose 

 
Has every single product to be measured separately or is a reference 
measurement on one CCT and one length can be used as calculation basis? 
 
Each product variation should be registered in ERPEL, especially for such variations regarding CCT or 
flux it is absolutely necassary since these might also lead to different energy efficiency class. For LED 
modules which can be used in a continous way, using a multiple number of light sources 
mechanically connected there is the option to specify only one length. 

 
Is it still true that the regulation EU 2019/2020 is only applicable if volumes > 
200.000pcs/year (see 2009/125/EG, §15, (2), a)? 
 
You will find the information in EU2019/2020 Annex III Article 3 (v) LED or OLED light sources, 
complying with the definition of ‘original works of art’ as defined in Directive 2001/84/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council (16), made by the artist him/herself in a limited number 
below 10 pieces. 
 
 


